
EXPEDITION HIGHLIGHTS
 7x nights 4-Star Accommodation with Breakfast daily

 Local English-speaking guides

 African Queen Sunset Cruise

 Volunteeering with African Impact Foundation

 Open Safari in the Mosi-oa-Tunya National Park

 2 Private Game Drives Chobe National Park

 Private Boat Cruise Safari 

 Shop for local wares and interact with townsfolk on a Namibian Village Walk

 Tour of Victoria Falls

 Meals as indicated (Breakfast Daily, 3 x Dinners)

 Airport/Ground Transfers

AFRICAN SAFARI
August 2022

DAYS  2 - 4  |   ZAMBIA  /  VICTORIA FALLS  /  MOSI-OA-TUNYA NATIONAL PARK
Set forth to visit one of the seven natural wonders of the world, Victoria Falls.  Join a local specialist on a guided
tour of the world's largest waterfall. Admire the powerful curtain of water from various vantage points in
Zimbabwe - feel the fine spray and hear the thunderous roar as water crashes over a hundred metres into a
swirling mass in the gorge below.

Take an open vehicle safari in the Most-oa-Tunya National Park, a UNESCO World Heritage site that is home to a
good introduction to Zambia's wildlife. There are elephant, buffalo, giraffe and zebra, as well as many of the
common antelope species. Some white rhino have been re-introduced and started breeding successfully in this
area. They are kept in a separate enclosure for extra protection and guided walks to see them may be available at
an additional cost.

We have partnered with African Impact whom are pioneers in the volunteering and service learning in Africa. 
 During one of our days in Zambia, we will join up with one of their passionate teams and experience a project that
is built, grown and developed hand-in-hand with local Zambian community.  Our actual volunteer project will be
determined closer to our arrival so that the greatest use of our time is performed on the most impactful project. 
Get ready as we connect cultures, mindsets and ideas.  This project will be sure to leave us all awed, inspired, able
to do more, discover more and to make a real impact.  Get ready to create a life changing journey!

Avani Victoria Falls Resort

DAYS  5 - 9  |   BOTSWANA  /  NAMIBIA  /  CHOBE NATIONAL PARK
Cross the Botswana border for a fascinating trip into Chobe National Park, where large herds of African elephant
roam. Board your Chobe River cruise, watching herds of elephant and buffalo come to the edge of the river to
drink. See the flash of a kingfisher hovering over the water to catch its next meal, then enjoy an included lunch at
Chobe Safari Lodge on the banks of the mighty Chobe River.

Explore this stunning land on morning & afternoon game drives.  You will have an opportunity to see giraffe, lions,
antelopes, and huge herds of elephants. It is said that these are the largest elephants in the world.  Botswana's first
national park is perhaps best known for its high concentration of a variety of African animals in a concentrated
area.   During our stay in Botswana, you will be able to enjoy a sunset cruise on the Chobe River, a very relaxing
way to spend the late afternoon as an abundance of animals are all around.

Your journey will also allow you to engage in a visit across the border to Namibia for a village walk.  Learn about
local life and cultural as we spend a time strolling through a village that is control by a local Chief.  Have time to
purchase local hand made products during this visit.

Chobe Bush or Safari Lodge or similar  

YOUR EXPEDITION LEADER
A dedicated Entourage Expedition Leader
will accompany this trip.  Bob Winter has
lead numerous trips around the world.
Having traveled to this region of Africa
numerous times, Bob will enrich you with
the many exciting features this Safari will
have even before we set foot on the
ground.

DAY  1  |   DEPARTURE USA 
Depart from the US for Livingston, Zambia



JOURNEY OF A LIFETIME : SOUTHERN AFRICA 
Experience Southern Africa's abundant natural treasures in comfort on an Entourage Expedition's Safari. From
the plains of the Mosi-Oa-Tunya to the woodlands/waterways of Chobe National Park, Southern
Africa's diverse habitats provide the perfect settings for an extraordinary Safari.  On each Safari, encounter the
abundant wildlife, including the  Elephants, Giraffes, Lions, Rhinoceros, Hippopotamus, Buffalos, Wart Hogs,
Zebras & Crocodiles  Here, the drama of life unfolds at every turn, whether during our private game drives
aboard safari vehicles designed to offer exceptional views or during water safaris by boat.  

Travel to this region of Africa and experience some of the world's most famous wonders on this active, small-
group trip for those with a passion for the outdoors. This is a trip that will reward those with an appetite for
excitement and an appreciation for nature – get ready for thrills, challenges and discovery on this amazing trip
to Africa!

9 DAYS FROM $7,395* 
*This is a private expedition, including air from Chicago O'hare and is offered only 

from approximately August 26 - September 5, 2022 with deviations not permitted.  

Price is per person, double occupancy, and subject to availability.  

Solo Explorer supplement + $1099  

Triple/Quad occupancy not available on this expedition.

Rates exclude: Visa fees, gratuities, meals not specified, flight upgrades,  items of a

personal nature, tours/excursions not specified, and drinks.

TERMS OF CONDITION | RESPONSIBILITY
Copyright 2020 Regalis Group LLC.  This trip is operated by various companies including Entourage Expedtions and it's selected partners.  All rights reserved including revision of pricing errors.  Travelers must agree to Regalis Group

LLC Terms & Conditions at time of booking.  Itinerary presented is a sample and not a guarantee of events. Flights to/from Livingston may lead to an add'l day of travel, as flights pending at time of print.

 Photos used with permission (PHOTO CREDITS: Entourage Expeditions, Gene Taylor, & Charl Durand)

It may be necessary, due to circumstances beyond our control, to amend the program.  Hotels listed may be subject to change.  Altered flight times, road blocks, detours or acts of God may also cause delays.  We reserve the right to

make any relevant changes deemed necessary.  A deposit will be required to secure a spot on this expedition.  Payment terms will be outlined in the terms and conditions on your invoice.  Visa's are required for USA passport holders. 

 Certain vaccines are required in advance for travel on this expedition. 
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(262) 293-4424
info@entourageexpeditions.com



The Wonder Of Our Expeditions

We open doors around the world, so you can go behind the scenes to get a close-up view of our world's treasures.   

Our goal is to bring in real life experiences,  those once in a lifetime moments that you will possibly never see or

experience again.  

Imagine gazing at one of the world's great ancient monuments, or watching the sun set over the Tuscan landscape. 

 Perhaps you find yourself in the middle of a village square, listening to local musicians and enjoying a completely new

cuisine.  To share these unexpected moments with fellow travelers is what Entourage Expeditions is all about.  

IT'S ALL ABOUT YOU!

 Through our expeditions, you'll enjoy opportunities to be surrounded by natural wonders and exotic wildlife, to explore

celebrated archaeological sites, to learn about different cultures and share in local traditions.  Local guides accompany

our expeditions, sharing their knowledge and passion for a region and making each experience enriching, unforgettable

and

UNMATCHED!



Get To Know Entourage

Travel and exploring the world has brought us together over the years and the friendships formed have been truly amazing. 
 Together we've explored multiple continents and cultures....family, friends and colleagues  seeing the wonders of the world up

close, hands-on and in depth.  

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?

We are local and just as passionate about seeing the world as you are!  Family-like bonds are formed on each and every one of
our expeditions.  Lifelong friendships are created as you experience new adventures across the globe.  

Your life will be forever transformed.  

As we are about to embark on new adventures, we hope you will become part of the

 ENTOURAGE FAMILY!


